
Infused Knowledge

The most important knowledge is the knowledge that’s in the mind of the Trinity (The God-head, to use a
theological term). This is far superior to human knowledge and even biblical knowledge.  [I’ve covered
the problems and limitations of biblical knowledge too many times to reiterate it here.] Suffice to say, the
best knowledge we can ever have is Heaven’s knowledge because this contains all  the knowledge in
existence.

Heavenly  knowledge  consists  of  wisdom,  understanding,  spiritual  knowledge and natural  knowledge
(knowledge of the natural realm). Many leave the last one out thinking it’s irrelevant, but it’s not. The
natural realm is a component of creation and was brought into existence by the Creator. All the natural
laws, mathematics, biology, astrophysics, etc., were brought into being by the same Creator. That means
he  ‘invented’ them,  so  to  speak  –  they  are  the  province  of  his  possession.  Therefore,  pure  natural
knowledge is also Heaven’s knowledge.

As we will continue to live on Earth as sons, managing the planet and the cosmos in The Age to Come,
natural knowledge is just as valuable as spiritual knowledge for us.

At present we are being taken on a journey to gain spiritual knowledge which will bring us into greater
maturity as sons. This is our most important knowledge, but we should never despise natural knowledge,
just put it in the right perspective.

For me, I’ve been gaining Heaven’s knowledge for quite some time now, and it’s knowledge that’s been
deposited in my spirit. I used to have a lot of theological ‘head’ knowledge, but this new knowledge is
genuine  spiritual  knowledge  given  to  me  by  the  Trinity.  The  main  source  of  this  has  been  from
downloads, revelations and prophecy. 

Recently,  I  have come to realise that there are two other sources that I wasn’t  aware of which have
enabled knowledge to be spiritually infused into my spirit:

• Prophetic Journalling – This year I felt the desire to upload my prophetic journal entries onto my
website in an effort to encourage others to do the same. This journalling was a critically important
process  in  my  practice  of  hearing  properly  with  my  spirit.  As  I  got  these  entries  ready  for
uploading, I realised that what was downloaded to me, even as far back as 2013, was now part of
my Kingdom knowledge and understanding. I hadn’t read these entries since I wrote them, so,
obviously, the words had gone straight into my spirit and were stored there. They were not just for
writing down, but also for my bank of Kingdom knowledge.

• The Presence –  I’ve  practised  coming  into  the  presence  of  my  Beloved  for  years  now,  not
knowing that while there, Holy Spirit was depositing knowledge and understanding in me. I knew
he was changing me from the inside-out, but I was unaware that he was teaching me.

Even though some (probably a lot) think my knowledge, as presented in my teaching, is erroneous, I can
honestly say that it’s come from the Trinity. Some of what I teach may contain misunderstandings, but as
my King continues to teach and train me, these will be ironed out. I’m not afraid of error as that would
prevent me from progressing in faith.
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